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While the arguments go on about the relative merits and costs of the so-called Obamacare national 

health insurance program, what is missing from the discussion are the facts about the utter failure of 

the American Medical Association’s Medical Doctor system itself.  Why create an expensive program to 

pay for medical care that does not work instead of health care to solve the problems? 

The AMA and other Allopathic (anti-symptom) medical schools ignore the successes of naturopathic 

methods and even veterinary medicine’s triumph over 50 years ago in eliminating, with specific 

nutritional supplements alone, over 900 diseases that still plague human beings because we are still 

lacking in the 90 essential nutrients needed for optimum human health and longevity (the “90forLife”), 

according to Dr. Joel Wallach, age 74, Naturopathic Physician and Doctor of Veterinary Medicine, author 

of many technical articles and books including “Dead Doctors Don’t Lie”, founder of the Youngevity 

Essential Life Sciences company in Chula Vista, San Diego California.  

To unite the various peace movement issues, to bring out this “90forLife!” message to President Obama 

and all of humanity, Tao’s Global Peace Walk Project that was initiated in 1995 by Rev. Yusen Yamato 

will be conducting its 3rd cross country walk. 

This “Health for Peace Walk” from California to the United Nations will begin on United Nations Day 

October 24, 2013, at Noon at San Diego City Hall outside the mayor’s office, after a feeder route from 

Santa Barbara departs on the Oct.2nd 144th birthday of Mahatma Gandhi chanting the same Global Peace 

Mantra that Gandhi did, ie, the Na Mu Myo Ho Ren Ge Kyo mantra. 

This Global Peace Walk 2013-14 will spend Thanksgiving in the Hopi Land and Christmas in Taos, on the 

way to Atlanta for April 4th walk from City Hall to the Martin Luther King Center to the Emory University 

Hospital and NIH CDCP to thank them for their help with Dr. Wallach’s research in the 1960’s including 

over 20,000 autopsies with lab work which resulted in his 90forLife essential nutrients discoveries.  Dr. 

King was going to take on the health care issue before he was assassinated.  We are picking up where 

Dr. King left off. 

After a July 1-13 Global Peace Council on the outskirts, the walk will arrive in Washington DC for June 

14th Flag Day, and at the UN in New York City on June26, 2014, the 69th anniversary of the signing of the 

original UN Charter that promised to “…remove the scourge of war from the future generations.” 

The 90forLife health for peace issue is being offered to unite all the other peace and health issues with 

the Global Peace Walk for the future generations, to share the knowledge to enable people to take 

control and responsibility for their own health by understanding the 90forLife message. 

Here is an example of the kind of corruption in the medical industry that forms the opposition to the 

90forLife message.   Muscular Dystrophy was eliminated in animals in 1957 as a nutritional deficiency 

disease with other names (stiff lamb disease, white muscle disease, etc).  By 2011 there was enough 

http://www.drjwallach.com/
http://www.youngevity.com/
http://www.youngevity.com/


cumulative evidence about on how muscular dystrophy has been eliminated in human beings by using 

nutritional supplements like the ones that eliminated it in animals, the details were given to Jerry Lewis 

so he could release it to the world.  When he gave the proof to the medical advisory board of the 

Muscular Dystrophy Association that he was the Telethon spokesman for, they fired him and all his 

supporters who worked at the association. 

After finding similar 90forLife success eliminating Alzheimer’s disease in humans, the Global Peace Walk 

presented the 90forLife information to the Alzheimer’s Association head research scientist at UCLA on 

June 6, 2013, at an Alzheimer’s walk in the San Fernando Valley led by members of the group from the 

Harry’s Haven Alzheimer’s ward at the Motion Picture and Television Fund’s retirement home and long 

term care facility in the Valley.   The Global Peace Walk will visit him at UCLA on Oct.10 to see what he 

thinks, and will stop at the headquarters of the Alzheimer Association in Tucson in early November to 

ask the same thing.  

For more information, http://angelfire.com/on/GEAR2000/gpw.html - gear2000@lightspeed.net  
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